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Abstract

DCCS components can at most degrade gracefully, as
a consequence of modifications of the DCCS size; how-

In this paper, we propose a communication software
architecture designed to support distributed multimedia
applications. We show that this architecture is scalable, and can provide high availability of the communication services.

ever, this possible degradation should be sufficiently
contained not to jeopardize the DCCS services.
The class of DMMAs we consider include applications such as videotelephony, Computer Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW), and teleconferencing.
These applications are characterized, principally, by
the following requirement, which we term the IS requirement.

1

Introduction

IS: independent streams of data, originated from possibly geographically dispersed and heterogeneous
(i.e. continuous and discrete) input devices, are
to be integrated so as to form a composite stream
of synchronized data objects to be rendered (i.e.
played out) at a collection of output devices.
Owing to the above IS requirement, it has been
pointed out (e.g. [6, 11) that DMMAs exhibit typical real-time requirements with respect to issues such
as timeliness in data capturing, communication, and
rendering. In order to meet these requirements, the
DCCS architecture we propose embodies a collection
of communication protocols, structured as a hierarchy
of layers, that provide timely integration and synchronization of the DMMAs data streams. We term the
service implemented by these protocols the "Synchronization Service".
In addition, the DMMAs may require, for reliability purposes, that the subsystem used to support them
provide services that are both timely and highly available, under specified fault hypotheses. In any such
subsystem, highly available services can be provided
by introducing redundancy of those services. To this
end, it is crucial that the algorithms and protocols,
embodied in our DCCS architecture, allow the DMMA
designer both to trade some of the performance he is
provided with (quantified in terms of communication

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the architecture of a scalable Distributed Computing and
Communication Subsystem (DCCS), currently being
designed in order to support reliable Distributed MultiMedia Applications (DMMAs). This architecture
consists of algorithms, and protocols that implement
those algorithms, for the structuring of the DMMAs,
and for use from the DMMAs components for communication purposes. This architecture is scalable as it is
designed t o accommodate gracefully possible changes
in size of the architecture itself.
We assume that a DCCS is constructed out of a
communication infrastructure that supports the exchange of both isochronous, asynchronous, and synchronous information. That infrastructure can interconnect a great variety of nodes, characterized by diverse capabilities. In this context, by scalable DCCS
we mean that the size of the DCCS itself can change,
in terms of number of nodes and communication channels, according to specific user requirements. This notion of scalability entails that the performance and reliability of the algorithms and protocols that govern the
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approach we propose in order to meet the IS requirement is based on the use of a scalable, fault tolerant,
decentralized synchronization policy, obtained as an
extension of the algorithm described in [14]. This algorithm operates on a hierarchical tree structured virtual interconnection architecture, and manages synchronized integration of multimedia data streams (see
Subsection 2.2). In [14], it is assumed that each source
generates media packets at a constant rate, and that
the communication delays are bounded in a time interval. Under these assumptions, the proposed algorithm
minimizes the difference between the generation time
of the data packets that are being synchronized, in the
absence of globally synchronized clocks. By reducing
the packet generation time differences, this algorithm
minimizes the buffering time and space requirements
of the data packets.
In contrast, our approach is founded on the following assumptions. Firstly, we place no conditions on
the data packet generation rate. Secondly, we assume
that bounded delay jitter is guaranteed by the communication subsystem; in particular, that subsystem
can provide delay guarantees, sufficient buffer space,
and a quite accurate clock synchronization by implementing, for example, the delay jitter control scheme
described in [4].
The synchronization strategy that we propose o p
erates on an abstraction of the physical communication infrastructure mentioned earlier. (Note that, in
this paper, we are not concerned with the particular
integration algorithm, e.g. [13], used to construct a
composite multimedia data stream.) This abstraction
consists of a robust, hierarchical, tree structured, virtual interconnection architecture. This architecture is
structured as a complete M-ary tree with N leaves.
In this tree, at most k spare links can be added to
each node in order to obtain redundancy for tolerating a number of communication faults, which is dependent of k . We have termed this architecture kAugmented M-ary n e e (k-AMT). The leaf nodes of
the k-AMT represent the multimedia data sources and
destinations of a given instance of a DMMA. Nonleaf nodes represent synchronizers of multimedia data
streams, that implement the Synchronization Service
mentioned in the previous Section. A link between
two nodes represents a virtual communication channel between those nodes. Nodes connected by a virtual
channel can communicate by exchanging messages.
To conclude this Subsection, we wish to point out
that the principal motivation that has led us to investigate the design of the k-AMT hierarchical architecture
is that, as shown in [14], hierarchical architectures can

bandwidth usage), for augmented reliability (quantified in terms of redundancy of components), and to
meet possible timeliness and high availability application requirements. Hence, those algorithms and protocols are to be scalable, according to the characterization of scalability introduced earlier.
This paper is structured as follows. In the next
Section we discuss the principal issues we have addressed, and motivate our design decisions. In Section
3 we introduce the algorithms we propose in order to
construct a scalable DCCS. In Section 4 we describe
the structuring of the DCCS communication software
we are designing. Finally, in Section 5, we provide
some concluding remarks.

2

Design Issues

The principal issues that we have addressed in the
design of our DCCS architecture include: i) the provision of what we have termed "scalability support" , i.e.
the complex of algorithms and protocols that allow our
architecture to deal with modifications of the DCCS
size (yet maintaining the expected DCCS services),
ii) the choice of a particular data stream synchronization policy that meet the IS requirement, and iii) the
definition of the fault model that our architecture is
intended to cope with. Below, we discuss each of these
issues in turn.

2.1

Scalability Support

As pointed out in [12], the principal motivation for
the design of a scalable DCCS architecture is that scale
is a primary factor that can influence the design and
implementation of a distributed system. In particular,
mechanisms that work adequately in small distributed
systems may fail to do so when deployed within the
context of larger systems. In view of this remark, one
can observe that the complexity entailed by meeting
the above IS requirement can be exacerbated by the
need to provide scalability of the DCCS implementing
the data stream synchronization policy.
The following three principal policies have been
proposed in order to meet the IS requirement [9],
termed synchronization at the source, synchronization
at the destination, and synchronization at the network.
A description of these policies is beyond the scope of
this paper; hence, we shall not introduce them here.
However, we would like to point out that each of these
three policies shows several drawbacks; in particular,
none of them scales well, as discussed in [ll]. The
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I

scale beyond an order of magnitude than purely centralized or distributed architectures, while continuing
to meet the application requirements.

2.2

network via a local area network. In order to construct the required binary tree abstraction, the 1 / 0
devices can be uniquely identified by integer valued
labels. The root node of that tree can be created in
one of the workstations (and implemented by a specific synchronizer process), and each 1/0 device can
be represented as a leaf node of that tree. Those devices can be clustered in the following four clusters,
according to, for example, a physical neighbourhood
criterion. A first cluster can consist of the camera and
the file server, labeled 8 and 9, respectively. A second
cluster can include the loudspeaker 10, and the video
monitor 11;a third cluster can include the video monitor 12 and the keyboard 13. Finally, a fourth cluster
can consist of the microphone 14,and the camera 15.
(Note that, for the purposes of this example, we have
assumed M = 2; an MT construction algorithm that
works for arbitrary even values of M is proposed in
Subsection 3.2.)
The activity of each of these clusters of devices is
to be managed by a separate synchronizer process.
Hence, in our example, four synchronizer processes are
required. A synchronizer process can be represented
as a node linked to the leaf nodes of the cluster that
synchronizer is managing, and can be identified by a
unique integer valued label. Yet again, owing to our
initial assumption that M = 2, the activity of each
pair of synchronizers is to be coordinated by a further
synchronizer process. Thus, two such processes are
required; each of these processes can be represented
as a node in the tree we are constructing, linked to a
pair of synchronizers, and to the root node. Figure 1
illustrates the nodes representing both the 1/0 devices
(i.e. nodes 8 to 15) and the synchronizers (i.e. nodes
1 to 7) of our example. In Section 3 we show that
the synchronization policy we propose scales well, and
can tolerate a number of faulty links, which depends
on IC, at the cost of communication overhead, estimated in terms of number of messages. This cost can
be quantified as proportional to N', (i.e. the square
of the number of sources and destinations of multimedia data streams), and dependent both of IC (i.e. the
number of additional links per node) and of M (i. e.
the number of sons of each node).

Synchronization Policy

The synchronization policy proposed in [14]coordinates the activity of the nodes of the hierarchical treestructured virtual interconnection architecture mentioned earlier. This policy operates as follows. Distinct leaf nodes can be clustered together, according to
some physical or logical neighborhood criteria. Each
cluster of leaf nodes may include "source" nodes that
generate so-called "individual data streams" to be integrated in order t o form a "composite multimedia
data stream". In addition, each cluster may include
"destination" nodes that perform the rendering of a
composite multimedia data stream.
The parent node of a cluster of leaves receives data
streams from its source leaves, integrates them to produce a composite multimedia data stream, and then
transmits it to its immediate ancestor. This procedure is executed by each nonleaf node (i.e. the synchronizers) of the hierarchical virtual interconnection
architecture, up to its root. The root node constructs
the final multimedia data stream, and multicasts it to
the destination leaves.
In our approach, we extend the synchronization
policy introduced above in order to operate over a
k-AMT. Our objective, in fact, is to combine both
reliable communication and multimedia synchronization services. Thus, the k additional links at each
node of the k-AMT, are used (see Subsection 3.3) for
transmitting replicas of the individual data streams
and of the composite multimedia data streams, in order to overcome problems that may arise from faults
of both communication links and (nonleaf) nodes. We
have chosen a complete and ordered M-ary tree (rather
than an arbitrary rooted tree as in [14]),over which to
implement the synchronization policy, in order to master and control the complexity of the algorithms and
protocols we propose. In general, the abstraction of
a MT structured interconnection architecture can be
constructed out of a physical multimedia distributed
system, as described in the following example.
Assume that a multimedia distributed system consist of a communication network that interconnects:
(i) a workstation equipped with three input devices,
e.g. a camera, a microphone, and a keyboard, and
a video monitor output device, (ii) a workstation
equipped with two output devices only, e.g. a video
monitor and a loudspeaker, and (iii) a multimedia file
server and a camera connected to the communication

2.3

Fault Model

Faults have been classified as benign and byzantine
faults (e.g. [lo]).Benign faults include omission and
timing faults; byzantine faults are those that exhibit
an arbitrary or even malicious behavior. The fault
model we consider consists of benign faults only, occurring at the virtual communication channels, and
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rooted a t i can be produced by the sequence of consecutive integers generated by

at the non root (see below) nodes. Typically, these
faults may cause message omissions, and delays. In
this context, non-root nodes are characterized by failstop failure semantics, i. e. they either produce the
expected result or no result at all. Thus, in the following, we assume that the fault of a node corresponds to
a fault in the communication channels connecting that
node to the k-AMT. In addition, we assume that these
faults are "permanent", i.e. it is either impossible, or
too expensive (e.g. in terms of additional communication delays), to recover from them within a particular
instance of a DMMA.
Finally, faults at the leaf nodes fall outside the
scope of our fault model (as these nodes are not concerned with the implementation of the synchronization service). Instead, faults at the root node can
be dealt with either by using conventional replication
techniques, or by extending the algorithm proposed in
the next Section t o incorporate dynamic reconfiguration strategies (this possible extension is not discussed
here).

3

d- I(;)~(d-'(4-1)

M* + j

where j = 0,1,. . ., M(d-'(i)-l) - 1.
An MT defined as above, and characterized by a
depth d > 2, can be augmented so as to form a kAMT by adding at most k redundant links to each of
its nodes, with 1 5 k < d - 1. In particular, given the
value k, any node i can be linked to those nodes at the
same level I as i itself, whose labels are j = i M h ,
with 1 5 h 5 k, [(i p ) / M h J even and greater than
zero, and p = (M' - ((M' - 1)/(M - 1) + 1)). Those
nodes will share with i a common ancestor at the level
I - h - 1 (with 1 5 h 5 IC, and h < I).
For example, the MT mentioned in Subsection 2.2
is characterized by M = 2, d = 4, N = 8, T = 15.
The k-AMT of Figure 1can be obtained from that MT
by introducing a k = 1 redundancy of the MT links;
in particular, the redundant links are those connecting
the pairs of nodes (4,6) and (5,7) at level 2, and (8,10),
(9,11), (12,14), and (13,15) at level 3. As shown in
Figure 1, the nodes at the end points of these links
share a common ancestor other than the parent node.

+

Scalability Support

3.2

+

k-AMTC Algorithm

At start up time, the k-AMTC algorithm is provided with a description of the DMMA as consisting
of a collection of sates. Each site is identified by a
unique site address that can be used in order to communicate with that site. A site is elected to be the
root node of the k-AMT (the root election algorithm
is beyond the scope of this paper). The k-AMTC algorithm operates as follows; the root node executes
the following three steps.

k-AMT Definition

Let MT be a complete M-ary tree with N leaf nodes,
where M is an even integer, and N = Md-' ( d being
the depth of the tree). The total number of nodes in
MT is T = (M x N - 1)/(M - 1).
Each node in MT can be uniquely identified by an
integer valued label i, such that 1 5 i 5 T, termed
"node identification number". The root node is assigned label i = 1; the M children of each node i can
be labeled from left to right with the sequence of consecutive integers generated by M x i - ( M - 2) j ,
j = 0, 1, . . .,(M - 1). Each node i in MT resides a t an
MT level I(i) = [logM i] , 1 5 i 5 T;hence, the root
is at MT level 0, the leaves are at MT level d - 1.
Note that, given a node i such that I(i) < d - 1,
the identification numbers of the leaves of the subtree

1. The root receives as input the values of k, M , d ,
and of the addresses of the N sites that represent
the sources and the destinations of the DMMA
data streams. It sets its identification number to
1, and its level I ( 1) = 0. If the M and d input values are such that no complete M-ary tree with N
leaves can be constructed, the root introduces a
sufficient number of additional sites, termed "virtual leaves", so as to form the required complete
M-ary tree. These virtual leaves will act only as
data stream repeaters, i.e. they will not act as
data sources or destinations. (In the following,
N indicates the total number of leaves of the kAMT, including possible virtual leaves.)

+
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a

k=O

In this Section we first introduce the definition of
the k-AMT. Next, we describe two algorithms that
manage the k-AMT, namely the k-AMT Construction (k-AMTC) and the k-AMT Synchronization (kAMTS) algorithms. For the purposes of this discussion, we shall assume that no faults occur during the
execution of the k-AMTC algorithm; instead, faults
can occur during the execution of the k-AMTS algorithm.

3.1

x i - ( M - 2) x

Figure 1: k-AMT
The root assigns to the N leaves their corresponding identification numbers (calculated as
described in the previous Subsection); then, it
groups the N leaves into M ( d - 2 )clusters consisting of M leaves each.

addresses, of the leaves belonging t o the subtree
rooted a t j .
As mentioned above, steps 4 and 5 are identically
executed by each node i, such that 0 < l(i) < d - 1,
with the exception of the nodes a t level d - 2. In fact,
each node j at that level does not have to select its own
son nodes, in step 5 above, as j has been already provided with the addresses and identification numbers
of those nodes by its parent node. Finally, each node,
whose level is equal to d - 1 (i.e. a leaf node of the
k-AMT), executes only step 4 of the above algorithm.
To conclude this Subsection, the following three observations are in order: i) The k-AMTC algorithm can
be executed, in a distributed fashion, in O(logM N)
time; ii) for the scope of this paper, we have not investigated fault tolerance policies t o be incorporated
in the k-AMTC algorithm; iii) we have assumed that
the values of M and d are provided as input to the
root. (These two input values can be replaced by a p
propriate parameters specifying, for example, particular Quality Of Service (QOS) [SI values that allow the
root node to calculate M and d).

The root elects M distinct sites, that are not
leaves, to be its own son nodes. Then, it creates
a link with each son i, and transmits to it the
following parameters: its own identification number, the identification number i, the level value
associated to i (i.e. Z(i) = l), the values of M,d,
and k, and, finally, the set of Md-'(i) identification numbers, together with their corresponding
addresses, of the leaves belonging to the subtree
rooted a t i (calculated as introduced in the previous Subsection).
Each node i, other than the k-AMT root, executes
the following two steps.
4. Node i maintains both its own identification number i, its parent identification number, the value

of its own level l ( i ) , and the values of M,d, and
k. It calculates and maintains the identification
numbers of the nodes with which it is to be connected by means of the k spare links, and establishes the appropriate links with those nodes.

3.3

k-AMTS Algorithm

The k-AMTS algorithm implements the synchronization strategy introduced in Subsection 2.2. This
algorithm operates over a k-AMT in two distinct
phases, as described below. In the first phase (termed
Collect Phose), the parent node of a cluster of leaves
receives data streams from its (source) leaves, and integrates them to produce a composite multimediadata
stream. The data object constructed to represent that

5. Node i elects M distinct unlabelled sites to be its
own sons. It creates a link with each son j and
provides it with: its own identification number,
the identification number j, the level value associated to j (i.e. Z(j) = l ( i ) + l ) , the values of M,d,
and k, and finally the set of Md-'(j)-' identification numbers, together with their corresponding
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i through an additional link, the “first instance” of each received replica. Note that,
as in a k-AMT multiple paths exist between
any two nodes, a data stream originated
from a source node j may reach a synchronizer node i more than once (hence the use
of the phrase “first instance” above); in addition, i does not send to j replicas it has
received from j itself.

composite multimedia data stream includes the identification numbers of those k-AMT leaf nodes that originated the individual data streams used to construct
that composite stream. Finally, that node transmits
to its immediate ancestor the composite stream it has
produced.
This procedure is executed by each nonleaf node
of a k-AMT, up to the root of the k-AMT. The
root node constructs the final synchronized multimedia data stream and then, in the second phase (termed
Disseminate Phase) “multicasts” it to the (destination) leaves. The Collect and Disseminate phases are
described below in detail.
Collect Phase In this phase, each nonleaf node
i executes the integration of the data streams originated from its own son nodes, if the set of identification numbers provided with those streams matches
the set of the identification numbers which identify
the leaves of the subtree rooted at i . In this case, the
data stream integration executed by node i is said to
produce a composite multimedia data stream for the
node i. A composite multimedia data stream for the
root node is termed the final synchronized multimedia
data stream.
In case a mismatch occurs between the set of stream
identification numbers received at i and the set of identification numbers of the leaves rooted at i, the Collect
Phase uses the additional links at each node in order
to overcome problems that may arise from faulty communication links, as described in the following.

Reception sub phase

- Each nonleaf node i receives from its M sons
both the forwarded replicas and the composite multimedia data streams they transmit. If the node i fails in receiving the composite multimedia data streams from any of
its M son nodes, either because a fault has
occurred, or because those nodes have not
produced it, then node i raises an exception and discards all the composite multimedia data streams received from all the other
sons (the motivation for this operation is discussed later).

- Each nonleaf node i receives from each node
j , linked with i through a spare link, all the
replicas transmitted by j.
Synchronization sub phase
- In the case in which no exception has been

0

0

Each (source) k-AMT leaf node i sends to its immediate ancestor the data stream it originates,
together with its own identification number. In
addition, it sends “replicas” of that stream (and
of its own identifier) to each node linked with i
through a spare link.

raised, node i executes the integration of the
composite multimedia data streams it has
received from its sons. The resulting multimedia data stream will be a composite multimedia data stream for node i. Instead, if
an exception has been raised, the node i examines all the replicas it has received. If a
set of the identification numbers, attached
to some replicas, exists which matches the
set of the identification numbers identifying
all the leaves of the subtree rooted at i , then
the integration of these replicas is executed.
The resulting multimedia data stream constitutes a composite multimedia data stream
for the node i . Otherwise, no composite multimedia data stream for node i can be produced; thus, the node i will act as replica
repeater only.

Each nonleaf node operates in three distinct sequential sub phases: the reception sub phase, the
synchronization sub phase, and the transmission
sub phase. For the sake of clearness, we will introduce these three sub phases in a non sequential
order, and itemize the principal actions to be carried out in each sub phase:
Dansmission sub phase,

- Each nonleaf node i sends to its immediate ancestor its composite multimedia data
stream (if any, see below), whose integration
it has just completed.

Disseminate Phase In this phase, the root of the
k-AMT transmits a copy of the final synchronized multimedia data stream, whose synchronized integration

- Each nonleaf node i forwards to its immediate ancestor, and to each node j linked with
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A set of a t most S’faults, occurring during a Collect
Phase and satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1, is
said to be innocuous.
Lemma 1 . A Collect Phase terminates successfully,
for any acceptable value of k, if at most 1 link failure
occurs. 0
Theorem 2. Let rl and sl be defined as in Theorem
1. A Disseminate Phase terminates successfully if at
most S” = (2 x k x (d - k - 1) + k x (k 1))/2 link
failures occur, and out of S”:

it has just executed, to each son. This procedure is
executed, by each nonleaf node of the k-AMT, which
transmits copies of the final synchronized multimedia
data stream to all its sons, down to the leaf destination nodes. The motivation for this operation is to use
the additional links at each node in order to overcome
problems that may arise from faulty links, as described
below.

+

Each nonleaf node i , upon receiving the first copy
of the final synchronized multimedia data stream,
forwards it both to each son and to each node
linked with i through a spare link.

1. no more than

such that k

Each (destination) leaf i , upon receiving the first
copy of the final synchronized multimedia data
stream, forwards it to each leaf node, linked with
i through a spare link, and then plays it out.

U SI,for

each 1

2. no more than 1 - 1 faults occur a t rl U S I ,for each
level 1 such that 0 < 15 k. 0
A set of at most SI’ faults, occurring during a Disseminate Phase and satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2, is said to be innocuous.
Lemma 2. A Disseminate Phase terminates successfully, for any acceptable value of k, if a t most 1
link failure occurs. 0
Corollary 1. A k-AMTS algorithm terminates successfully if an innocuous set of faults occurs during its
Collect Phase and an innocuous set of faults occurs
during its Disseminate Phase. 0
The following Propositions and Corollaries show
that the proposed policy scales well, and tolerates a
number of faulty links a t the cost of message overhead.
(Formal proofs are available in [ 113).
Proposition 1 . A number of messages 2‘ < ( M x
N - 1 / ( M - 1)) x (k 1) x ( N 1) is necessary to
execute successfully a Collect Phase over a k-AMT
with N leaves. 0
Proposition 2. A number of messages 2” < ((Mx
N - 1)/(M - 1)) x ( M k) is necessary to execute
successfully a Disseminate Phase over a k-AMT with
N leaves. 0
Corollary 2. A number of messages 2 = O(N2)
is necessary to execute a k-AMTS algorithm over a
k-AMT with N leaves. 0
In conclusion, the k-AMTS algorithm message overhead, estimated in terms of number of messages, results to be proportional to N 2 (i.e. the number of
sources and destinations of multimedia data streams),
and dependent of both k (i.e. the number of additional links per node), and M (the number of sons for
each
node in
k-AMT)*
This result can be compared to that obtained from
a fully decentralized synchronization policy, and that
obtained from a centralized synchronization policy.
With the former policy, the message overhead is (in

Each leaf node a, which is not a destination, forwards t o each leaf node the first copy of the final
synchronized multimedia data streams it receives
through its spare links.
The following definitions are introduced in order to
characterize the successful execution of the k-AMTS
algorithm.
Definition 1 . A Collect Phase over a k-AMT terminates successfully iff it produces the final synchronized
multimedia data stream at the root of the k-AMT. 0
Definition 2. A Disseminate Phase over a k-AMT
terminates successfully iff the corresponding Collect
Phase has terminated successfully, and the final synchronized multimedia data stream, produced by that
Collect Phase, has reached all the destination leaves. 0
Definition 3. A k-AMTS algorithm terminates successfully iff its Disseminate Phase terminates successfully. 0
The following theorems and lemmas are presented
in order to provide sufficient conditions for a successful
termination of the k-AMTS algorithm. (Formal proofs
of these theorems and lemmas can be found in [ 111).
Theorem 1 . Let rl be the set of links between the
nodes at level 1 - 1 and the nodes at level 1. Let S I be
the set of the spare links (if any) between the nodes
at level 1. A Collect Phase terminates successfully if
at most S’ = (2 x k x ( d - k - 1) k x (k 1))/2 link
failures occur, and out of SI:

+

k faults occur a t rl

< 15 d - 1,

+

+

+

+

1. no more than k faults occur at rl U SI,for each 1
such that k < 15 d - 1,

2. no more than I - 1 faults occur at rl U SI,for each
level 1 such that 0 < 15 k. 0
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the worst case) proportional to N3,if we assume that
this policy is deployed in a fully interconnected network architecture by implementing N atomic reliable
broadcasts [7].However, this policy can tolerate up to
N - 2 link failures. In contrast, with the latter policy, the message overhead is proportional to N ,but it
tolerates no link failures. In view of this observation,
we claim that our architecture is highly scalable with
respect to bandwidth consumption.

4

knowledgement if the real time channel has been established (or not established).
The structuring of the architecture we propose can
be summarized as follows. The lower level (Level
1) incorporates a so-called Multicast Virtual Circuit
Protocol (MVCP). This protocol uses the supporting
RTTS to provide timely multicasting of real-time data
streams over a collection of real-time virtual channels
[2]. The higher level (Level 2), instead, exploits the
MVCP services to implement the following two protocols: the Augmented n e e Protocol (ATP), that constructs the k-AMT characterized by redundant links,
introduced earlier, and the 2 Phase Mized Media Protocol (2PMMP) that provides communications over
the k-AMT. We introduce below the above mentioned
protocols.
Multicast Virtual Circuit Protocol (MVCP)
This protocol provides timely multicasting of multimedia data streams over a collection of real-time virtual
channels. In particular, MVCP manages a collection
of h real-time virtual channels between a sending node
and h different receiving nodes, of a k-AMT. The principal performance requirement to be met in order to
establish each of the h real-time channels, is that each
channel guarantee the same delay bound D.
The sending node is notified (by means of the above
mentioned acknowledgments provided by the real-time
service) if any, say w , of the h real-time channels cannot be established under the imposed condition of a
delay bound equal to D. Nevertheless the successfully
established h- w real-time channels are used to transmit multimedia data streams. If the number w of not
established channels is greater than 0, the MVCP returns an exception, termed MVCP type 1 exception,
which indicates the number w of not established channels.
After a real-time channel has been successfully established between two nodes, a failure of that channel
can damage the functionality of the real-time communication service. In order to overcome this problem, the receiving node of each real-time channel
sends a positive acknowledgment back to the sending node only if the expected multimedia data stream
has reached the receiving node within the guaranteed
predefined delay. If the sending node receives a number of acknowledgments less than h, then an exception
(termed MVCP t y p e 2 exception) is raised, which reports the number v of not received acknowledgments.
Each receiving node maintains the number t of acknowledgments it has transmitted.
Augmented Tree Protocol (ATP) This protocol
constructs the k-AMT abstraction by implementing

Communication Protocols

In general, the orchestration and coordination activities to be performed by a DMMA require communication support that allows the implementation of
the following three activities: i) synchronized playing
out a t a single destination node of multimedia data
originated from multiple, possibly distributed, source
nodes; ii) synchronized playing out, a t a collection
of destination nodes, of integrated multimedia data
originated from a single source node; iii) synchronized
playing out, a t a collection of destination nodes, of
integrated multimedia data originated from multiple
(yet again, possibly distributed) source nodes.
Thus, the principal communication models required
by a DMMA are those for many to one, one to
many and many to many communications. Hence, the
DCCS communication software architecture that we
propose consists of a collection of protocols that s u p
port reliable group communications, over the above
defined k-AMT abstraction. In particular, communications on the k-AMT are implemented by message
diffusion protocols that allow their users to transmits
messages t o multiple destinations. Those messages
are effectively transmitted to their destinations via
different routes, transparently to the protocol users.
The protocols ensure that, under predefined failure
hypotheses, the transmitted messages reach their destinat ion.
The k-AMT communication software can be
thought of as hierarchically structured in two principal layers (or levels of abstraction); the basic communication interface supporting that architecture is
assumed to provide a Real-Time Transport Service
(RTTS) such as that described in [15],[3]. This service provides real-time communications, based on the
management (i.e. establishment, maintenance, and release) of a so-called real-time virtual channel, between
two single nodes in the k-AMT. A real-time channel
guarantees an upper bound of the delays that can be
experienced by the packets on the channel. The sending site is notified with a positive (or negative) ac-
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inate respectively, that allow each k-AMT node to
participate to the Collect Phase and the Disseminate
Phase of the k-AMTS algorithm.
The collect primitive is invoked at the root node
of the k-AMT in order to start the Collect Phase of
the k-AMTS algorithm. The implementation of this
primitive causes that each k-AMT node i invokes the
MVCP interface primitives in order both to read from
its son and peer nodes via M V C I ( i ) , and to write to
its parent and peer nodes via MVCa(i).
The termination of the collect primitive returns a
partial collect exception if at least one MVCP type 2
exception has been raised, with (h - w) - U = 0. (In
this case, in fact, the sufficient conditions of Theorem
1 have been violated).
However, whether or not a partial collect exception
has been raised, the execution of the collect primitive
cannot be said to terminate successfully until the root
node has constructed the final synchronized multimedia data stream (as from Definition 1 in Subsection
3.3). Thus, a final collect exception is raised, only if
the root of the k-AMT is not able to compose the final
synchronized multimedia data stream.
The disseminate primitive is invoked a t the root
node of the k-AMT in order to transmit the final
multimedia data stream to the destination leaf nodes
of the k-AMT. The implementation of this primitive
causes that each k-AMT node i invokes the MVCP
interface primitives in order both to write to its son
and peer nodes via M V C l ( i ) , and to read from its
parent and peer nodes via MVCa(i).
The termination of the disseminate primitive returns a partial disseminate exception if at least one
k-AMT node has recorded a number t = 0 of acknowledgments it has sent. (In this case, in fact, the sufficient conditions of Theorem 2 have been violated).
However, a final disseminate exception is raised only
if at least one destination node has not received the
final synchronized multimedia data stream (as from
Definition 2 in Subsection 3.3). In conclusion, if no
final disseminate exception has been raised, PPMMP
terminates successfully (as from Corollary 1of the previous Subsection).

the k-AMTC algorithm, described earlier.
The implementation of that algorithm can be summarized as follows. After each node i has identified
its M son nodes, and the k peer nodes to which it
is to be connected through the spare links, it e s t a b
lishes (using the MVCP interface primitives) two separate multicast virtual circuits, termed M V C l ( i ) and
MVCa(i). M V C l ( i ) connects node i with its son and
peer nodes; thus, the number of real time virtual channels that form M V C l ( i ) is h = M A, if l(i) > k, or
h = M + I - 1 otherwise. Instead, MVCa(i) connects
node i with its parent and peer nodes; hence, the number of real time virtual channels that form MVC2(i)
is h = k 1, if l(i) > k, and h = 1 otherwise.
In addition, each time a new source or destination site requires to join an existing k-AMT, firstly
the ATP searches for an existing virtual leaf node of
that k-AMT. If a virtual node exists, ATP assigns that
node to the new site. Otherwise, the k-AMTC algorithm is to be executed to construct a new k-AMT.
Instead, if a source or destination node wishes to leave
an existing k-AMT, that node (depending on specific
application requirements) can either be considered as
a virtual node of the k-AMT, or the k- AMTC algorithm can be executed to construct a new k-AMT that
does not include that node.
The termination of the ATP entails that each node
in the k-AMT is ready to execute the Collect Phase
of the k-AMTS algorithm (see below). However, it
is worth observing that, during the execution of the
ATP, possible MVCP type I exceptions can be raised.
In general, ATP intercepts those exceptions, and terminates indicating that the construction of the required k-AMT has failed. In particular, if a t least one
of these MVCP exceptions is such that h - w = 0,
the sufficient condition of Theorem 1 has been violated; hence, ATP terminates with a failure exception
indicating that a node is isolated. Otherwise, it terminates with a failure exception that indicates that
the k-AMT construction has failed; however, at least
one communication path between each pair of nodes
exists. Typically, the handling of the ATP exceptions
is an application specific issue; as we have assumed
that the k-AMTC algorithm always terminates successfully, we will not discuss any specific strategy for
handling those exceptions in this paper.
2 Phase Mixed Media Protocol (2PMMP) This
protocol supports the communications over a k-AMT
by implementing the k-AMTS algorithm described in
Subsection 3.3.
The protocol can be thought of as implemented by
two primitive operations, named collect and dissem-

+

+

5

In this paper, we have introduced the architecture
of a scalable DCCS designed to support reliable DMMAS. We claim that the DCCS architecture we propose can support highly available services and assist in
the implementation of scalable distributed multimedia
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Concluding Remarks

and Operating System Support for Digital
Audio and Video, R.G. Herrtwich (Ed.), LNCS
614, Springer-Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg, 1992, pp.
10 - 21.

applications. We believe that the experimental evaluation of the protocols and algorithms we have described
can lead us to confirm or modify the design concepts
we have adopted. To this end, a prototype implementation of the proposed DCCS architecture is currently
being developed at our Department, based on the jb
Kernel [5]. An extended version of this paper, referenced as [ll] in the bibliography below, is available
via anonymous FTP from the area f tp.cs .unibo . it :
/pub/TR/UBLCS.
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